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Series Diode Configuration  
The primary purpose of this text is to develop a general knowledge of the behavior, capabilities, 

and possible areas of application of a device in a manner that will minimize the need for extensive 

mathematical developments. 

For all the analysis to follow it is assumed that 

The forward resistance of the diode is usually so small compared to the other series elements of the 

network that it can be ignored. 

This is a valid approximation for the vast majority of applications that employ diodes. Using this fact 

will result in the approximate equivalents for a silicon diode and an ideal diode that appear in Table 

1. For the conduction region the only difference between the silicon diode and the ideal diode is the 

vertical shift in the characteristics, which is accounted for in the equivalent model by a dc supply of 

0.7 V opposing the direction of forward current through the device. For voltages less than 0.7 V for a 

silicon diode and 0 V for the ideal diode the resistance is so high compared to other elements of the 

network that its equivalent is the open circuit. 

For a Ge diode the offset voltage is 0.3 V and for a GaAs diode it is 1.2 V. Otherwise the equivalent 
networks are the same. For each diode the label Si, Ge, or GaAs will appear along with the diode 
symbol. For networks with ideal diodes the diode symbol will appear as shown in Table 1 without 
any labels. 

Table 1 Approximate and ideal semiconductor diode models 

 
The approximate models will now be used to investigate a number of series diode configurations 
with dc inputs. This will establish a foundation in diode analysis that will carry over into the sections 
and chapters to follow. The procedure described can, in fact, be applied to networks with any 
number of diodes in a variety of configurations.  
For each configuration the state of each diode must first be determined. Which diodes are “on” and 
which are “off”? Once determined, the appropriate equivalent can be substituted and the remaining 
parameters of the network determined. 
In general, a diode is in the “on” state if the current established by the applied sources is such that 
its direction matches that of the arrow in the diode symbol, and VD ≥ 0.7 V for silicon, VD ≥ 0.3 V for 
germanium, and VD ≥ 1.2 V for gallium arsenide. 
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For each configuration, mentally replace the diodes with resistive elements and note the resulting 
current direction as established by the applied voltages (“pressure”). If the resulting direction is a 
“match” with the arrow in the diode symbol, conduction through the diode will occur and the device 
is in the “on” state. The description above is, of course, contingent on the supply having a voltage 
greater than the “turn-on” voltage (VK) of each diode. 
If a diode is in the “on” state, one can either place a 0.7-V drop across the element or redraw the 

network with the VK equivalent circuit as defined in Table 1. In time the preference will probably 

simply be to include the 0.7-V drop across each “on” diode and to draw a diagonal line through each 

diode in the “off” or open state. Initially, however, the substitution method will be used to ensure 

that the proper voltage and current levels are determined. 

 
Figure 1 Series Diode Configuration 

 
Figure 2 (a) Determining the state of the diode of Fig. 2.8 ; (b) substituting the 

equivalent model for the “on” diode  

Consider the series circuit of Fig. 2.8. The state of the diode is first determined by mentally replacing 
the diode with a resistive element as shown in Fig. 2a. The resulting direction of I is a match with the 
arrow in the diode symbol, and since E>VK, the diode is in the “on” state. The network is then 
redrawn as shown in Fig. 2b with the appropriate equivalent model for the forward-biased silicon 
diode. Note for future reference that the polarity of VD is the same as would result if in fact the 
diode were a resistive element. The resulting voltage and current levels are the following: 

𝑉𝐷 = 𝑉𝐾                    (3.1) 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝐸 − 𝑉𝐾                 (3.2) 

𝐼𝐷 = 𝐼𝑅 =
𝑉𝑅

𝑅
                  (3.3) 

Figure 3a shows the diode in figure 1 reverse biased. Mentally replacing the diode with a resistive 

element as shown in Fig. 3b will reveal that the resulting current direction does not match the arrow 

in the diode symbol. The diode is in the “off” state, resulting in the equivalent circuit of Fig. 3c. Due 

to the open circuit, the diode current is 0 A and the voltage across the resistor R is the following: 

𝑉𝑅 = 𝐼𝑅𝑅 = 𝐼𝐷𝑅 = (0𝐴)𝑅 = 𝟎𝑽 

 
(a)                                                                    (b)                                                                (c) 

Figure 3 (a) Reversing the diode of figure 1 (b) Determining the state of the diode of the diode in figure 3a.  
(c) Substituting the equivalent model for the “off” diode of figure 3a 

The fact that VR = 0 V will establish E volts across the open circuit as defined by Kirchhoff’s voltage 

law. Always keep in mind that under any circumstances—dc, ac instantaneous values, pulses, and so 

on—Kirchhoff’s voltage law must be satisfied! 
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In particular, note in Example 2.5 the high voltage across the diode even though it is an “off” state. 
The current is zero, but the voltage is significant. For review purposes, keep the following in mind for 
the analysis to follow: 
An open circuit can have any voltage across its terminals, but the current is always 0 A. A short 
circuit has a 0-V drop across its terminals, but the current is limited only by the surrounding 
network. 
In the next example the notation of Fig. 4 will be employed for the applied voltage. It is a common 

industry notation and one with which the reader should become very familiar. Such notation and 

other defined voltage levels are treated further during analysis of transistors. 

 
Figure 4 Source Notation 
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Parallel and Series-Parallel Configuration 
The methods applied in previous Section can be extended to the analysis of parallel and series–
parallel configurations. For each area of application, simply match the sequential series of steps 
applied to series diode configurations. 
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• Self-study: Example 2.13 
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And/OR Gates 

Using knowledges gathered previously, we can now implement interesting circuits. One of them 
logic gates. It is very easy to implement and gates and or gates using diodes. The diagram in figure 5a 
shows a positive logic OR gate. Here, the 10-V level of Fig.5a is assigned a “1” for Boolean algebra 
and the 0-V input is assigned a “0.” An OR gate is such that the output voltage level will be a 1 if 
either or both inputs is a 1. The output is a 0 if both inputs are at the 0 level. 
The analysis of AND/OR gates is made easier by using the approximate equivalent for a diode rather 
than the ideal because we can stipulate that the voltage across the diode must be 0.7 V positive for 
the silicon diode to switch to the “on” state. 
The analysis of AND/OR gates is made easier by using the approximate equivalent for a diode rather 
than the ideal because we can stipulate that the voltage across the diode must be 0.7 V positive for 
the silicon diode to switch to the “on” state. 
First note that there is only one applied potential; 10 V at terminal 1. Terminal 2 with a 0-V input is 
essentially at ground potential, as shown in the redrawn network of fig. 5b. Figure 5b “suggests” that 
D1 is probably in the “on” state due to the applied 10 V, whereas D2 with its “positive” side at 0 V is 
probably “off.” Assuming these states will result in the configuration of Fig. 5c 

      
(a)                                               (b)                                                                       (C) 

Figure 5 (a)Positive logic OR gate (b) redrawn network of figure 5a (c) Assumed diode states for figure 5b 

The figure 6a below shows an implementation of positive logic AND gate using diode. Using similar 

analysis to OR gate we can find that in the circuit in figure 6a the output will be 10V if both the 

inputs are found to be 10V, so that both the diodes are in ‘off’ state and stays open circuit so the 

output voltage is equal to the supply potential of 10V, i.e. logic ‘1’. In other cases the output is 0.7V, 

i.e. logic ‘0’. The 0.7V is due to the forward voltage drop of silicon diode. 

 
(a)                                                                                        (b)                  

Figure 6 (a) Positive Logic AND gate (b) Substituting assumed states for the diode 

 

• Self-study: Boylestad example 2.14,2.15 
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Half Wave Rectifier 

The diode analysis will now be expanded to include time-varying functions such as the sinusoidal 
waveform and the square wave. There is no question that the degree of difficulty will increase, but 
once a few fundamental maneuvers are understood, the analysis will be fairly direct and follow a 
common thread. 
The simplest of networks to examine with a time-varying signal appears in Fig. 7. For the moment we 
will use the ideal model (note the absence of the Si, Ge, or GaAs label) to ensure that the approach is 
not clouded by additional mathematical complexity.  

 
Figure 7 Half-Wave Rectifier 

Over one full cycle, defined by the period T of Fig.7, the average value (the algebraic sum of the 
areas above and below the axis) is zero. The circuit of Fig.7, called a half-wave rectifier, will generate 
a waveform vo that will have an average value of particular use in the ac-to-dc conversion process. 
When employed in the rectification process, a diode is typically referred to as a rectifier. Its power 
and current ratings are typically much higher than those of diodes employed in other applications, 
such as computers and communication systems. 
During the interval t = 0 → T/2 in Fig. 7 the polarity of the applied voltage vi is such as to establish 
“pressure” in the direction indicated and turn on the diode with the polarity appearing above the 
diode. Substituting the short-circuit equivalence for the ideal diode will result in the equivalent 
circuit of Fig. 8, where it is obvious that the output signal is an exact replica of the applied signal. The 
two terminals defining the output voltage are connected directly to the applied signal via the short-
circuit equivalence of the diode. 

 
Figure 8 Conduction Region (0 → T/2) 

For the period T/2 → T, the polarity of the input vi is as shown in Fig. 9, and the resulting polarity 
across the ideal diode produces an “off” state with an open-circuit equivalent. The result is the 
absence of a path for charge to flow, and 𝑣𝑜 =  𝑖𝑅 =  (0)𝑅 = 0 𝑉 for the period T/2 → T. The input 
vi and the output vo are sketched together in Fig. 10 for comparison purposes. The output signal vo 

now has a net positive area above the axis over a full period and an average value determined by 
𝑉𝑑𝑐 = 0.318𝑉𝑚                                            (3.4) 

The process of removing one-half the input signal to get a dc level is called halfwave rectification. 

 
Figure 9 Nonconduction region (T/2 →T) 
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Figure 10 Half Wave Rectifier Signal 

The effect of using a silicon diode with VK=0.7 V is demonstrated in Fig. 11 for the forward-bias 
region. The applied signal must now be at least 0.7 V before the diode can turn “on.” For levels of vi 
less than 0.7 V, the diode is still in an open-circuit state and vo = 0 V, as shown in the same figure. 
When conducting, the difference between vo and vi is a fixed level of VK = 0.7 V and vo=vi-VK, as 
shown in the figure. The net effect is a reduction in area above the axis, which reduces the resulting 
dc voltage level. For situations where Vm≫VK, the following equation can be applied to determine 
the average value with a relatively high level of accuracy. 

𝑉𝑑𝑐 ≅ 0.318(𝑉𝑚 − 𝑉𝐾)                        (3.5) 
In fact, if Vm is sufficiently greater than VK, Eq. (3.4) is often applied as a first approximation for Vdc. 

 
Figure 11 Effect of VK on half-wave rectifier 
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PIV (PRV) 

The peak inverse voltage (PIV) [or PRV (peak reverse voltage)] rating of the diode is of primary 
importance in the design of rectification systems. Recall that it is the voltage rating that must not be 
exceeded in the reverse-bias region or the diode will enter the Zener avalanche region. The required 
PIV rating for the half-wave rectifier can be determined from Fig. 12, which displays the reverse-
biased diode of Fig. 7 with maximum applied voltage. Applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law, it is obvious 
that the PIV rating of the diode must equal or exceed the peak value of the applied voltage. 
Therefore, 

𝑃𝐼𝑉 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 ≥ 𝑉𝑚                             (3.6) 
 

 
Figure 12 Determining the required PIV rating for the half-wave rectifier. 

Full Wave Rectifier 
Bridge Network 
The dc level obtained from a sinusoidal input can be improved 100% using a process called full-wave 
rectification. The most familiar network for performing such a function appears in Fig. 13a with its 
four diodes in a bridge configuration. During the period t=0 to T/2 the polarity of the input is as 
shown in Fig. 13b. The resulting polarities across the ideal diodes are also shown in Fig. 13b to reveal 
that D2 and D3 are conducting, whereas D1 and D4 are in the “off” state. The net result is the 
configuration of Fig. 14, with its indicated current and polarity across R. Since the diodes are ideal, 
the load voltage is vo = vi, as shown in the same figure. 

          
                                            (a)                                            (b) 

Figure 13 (a) Full-wave Bridge rectifier  (b) Network of Fig.13a for the period of 0→T/2 of the input voltage vi 
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Figure 14 Conduction Path for the positive region of vi 

For the negative region of the input the conducting diodes are D1 and D4, resulting in the 
configuration of Fig. 15. The important result is that the polarity across the load resistor R is the 
same as in Fig. 13b, establishing a second positive pulse, as shown in Fig. 15. Over one full cycle the 
input and output voltages will appear as shown in Fig. 16. 

 
Figure 15 Conduction path for negative region of vi 

 
Figure 16 Input and output waveforms for a full-wave rectifier. 

Since the area above the axis for one full cycle is now twice that obtained for a half-wave system, 
the dc level has also been doubled and 

𝑉𝑑𝑐 = 2 ∗ [𝑒𝑞. (3.4)] = 2 ∗ 0.318𝑉𝑚 
                                                          𝑉𝑑𝑐 = 0.636𝑉𝑚                                                  (3.7) 
If silicon rather than ideal diodes are employed as shown in Fig. 17, the application of Kirchhoff’s 
voltage law around the conduction path results in 

𝑣𝑖 − 𝑉𝐾 − 𝑣0 − 𝑉𝐾 = 0 

⇒ 𝑣𝑜 = 𝑣𝑖 − 2𝑉𝐾 

 
Figure 17 Determination of 𝑽𝟎𝒎𝒂𝒙

 for silicon diodes in the bridge configuration 

The peak value of the output voltage vo is therefore 
𝑉0𝑚𝑎𝑥

= 𝑉𝑚 − 2𝑉𝐾 

For situations where Vm≫2VK, the following equation can be applied for the average value with a 
relatively high level of accuracy: 

𝑉𝑑𝑐 ≅ 0.636(𝑉𝑚 − 2𝑉𝐾)                       (3.8) 
Then again, if Vm is sufficiently greater than 2VK, then Eq. (3.7) is often applied as a first 
approximation for Vdc. 
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The required PIV of each diode (ideal) can be determined from Fig. 2.59 obtained at the peak of the 
positive region of the input signal. For the indicated loop the maximum voltage across R is Vm and 
the PIV rating is defined by 

𝑃𝐼𝑉 ≥ 𝑉𝑚                                         (3.9) 

 
Figure 18  Determining the required PIV for the bridge configuration. 

Center-Tapped Transformer 

A second popular full-wave rectifier appears in Fig. 19 with only two diodes but requiring a center-
tapped (CT) transformer to establish the input signal across each section of the secondary of the 
transformer. During the positive portion of vi applied to the primary of the transformer, the network 
will appear as shown in Fig. 20 with a positive pulse across each section of the secondary coil. D1 

assumes the short-circuit equivalent and D2 the open-circuit equivalent, as determined by the 
secondary voltages and the resulting current directions. The output voltage appears as in Fig. 20. 
During the negative portion of the input the network appears as shown in Fig. 20, reversing the roles 
of the diodes but maintaining the same polarity for the voltage across the load resistor R. The net 
effect is the same output as that appearing in Fig. 16 with the same dc levels. 

 
Figure 19 Center-tapped transformer full-wave rectifier. 

 
Figure 20 Network condition for positive and negative region of vi. 

PIV 
The network of Fig. 2.63 will help us determine the net PIV for 
each diode for this full-wave rectifier. Inserting the maximum 
voltage for the secondary voltage and Vm as established by the 
adjoining loop results in 

𝑃𝐼𝑉 = 𝑉𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 + 𝑉𝑅 = 𝑁𝑚 + 𝑉𝑚 

And  𝑃𝐼𝑉 ≥ 2𝑉𝑚                                                     (3.10) 
 

 

 

Figure 21 Determining the PIV level for the 
diodes of the CT transformer full-wave 
rectifier. 
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Rectifier with Filter capacitor 

Adding a capacitor in parallel to the load resistor will make the output wave much smoother, i.e. the 

output signal variation will be less.  

 
Figure 22 

 

 
Figure 23 Effect of adding a filter capacitor across the load in a full wave rectifier 
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Clippers   

Clippers are networks that employ diodes to “clip” away a portion of an input signal without 

distorting the remaining part of the applied waveform. 

There are two general categories of clippers: series and parallel. The series configuration is defined 
as one where the diode is in series with the load, whereas the parallel variety has the diode in a 
branch parallel to the load. 

Series Clipper 

The response of the series configuration of Fig. 24a to a variety of alternating waveforms is provided 
in Fig. 24b. Although first introduced as a half-wave rectifier (for sinusoidal waveforms), there are no 
boundaries on the type of signals that can be applied to a clipper.  
If the diode polarity in the circuit in figure 24a reversed, the clipper will work but the output signal 
will have the positive half cycle clipped and allow the negative half cycle to pass. 

 
Figure 24 Series Clipper 

The addition of a dc supply to the network as shown in Fig. 25 can have a pronounced effect on the 
analysis of the series clipper configuration. The response is not as obvious because the dc supply can 
aid or work against the source voltage, and the dc supply can be in the leg between the supply and 
output or in the branch parallel to the output. 

 
Figure 25 Series Clipper with a DC supply 

There is no general procedure for analyzing networks such as the type in Fig. 25, but there are some 
things one can do to give the analysis some direction. First and most important: 

1. Take careful note of where the output voltage is defined 
2. Try to develop an overall sense of the response by simply noting the “pressure” 

established by each supply and the effect it will have on the conventional current direction 
through the diode. 

3. Determine the applied voltage (transition voltage) that will result in a change of state for 
the diode from the “off” to the “on” state. 

4. It is often helpful to draw the output waveform directly below the applied voltage using 
the same scales for the horizontal axis and the vertical axis. 

 
Figure 26Determining the transition level for the circuit 

of Fig.25 

       
Figure 27 Using the transition voltage to define the 

“on” and “off” regions. 
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Figure 28  Determining vo for the diode in the “on” 

state. 

 
Figure 29 Sketching the waveform of vo using the 

results obtained for vo above and below the transition 
level 
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Parallel Clipper 

The analysis of parallel clipper is similar to series clipper.  

 
Figure 30 A parallel clipper in action 
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There is no question that including the effects of VK will complicate the analysis somewhat, but once 

the analysis is understood with the ideal diode, the procedure, including the effects of VK, will not be 

that difficult. 
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Clipper Summary 

A variety of series and parallel clippers with the resulting output for the sinusoidal input are 

provided in Fig. 31. In particular, note the response of the last configuration, with its ability to clip off 

a positive and a negative section as determined by the magnitude of the dc supplies. 

e

 
Figure 31 Clipper Circuit Summary
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Clamper circuits 

A clamper is a network constructed of a diode, a resistor, and a capacitor that shifts a waveform to 

a different dc level without changing the appearance of the applied signal 

Additional shifts can also be obtained by introducing a dc supply to the basic structure. The chosen 
resistor and capacitor of the network must be chosen such that the time constant determined by       
τ = RC is sufficiently large to ensure that the voltage across the capacitor does not discharge 
significantly during the interval the diode is nonconducting. Throughout the analysis we assume that 
for all practical purposes the capacitor fully charges or discharges in five time constants. 
The simplest of clamper networks is provided in Fig. 32. It is important to note that the capacitor is 
connected directly between input and output signals and the resistor and the diode are connected in 
parallel with the output signal. 
Clamping networks have a capacitor connected directly from input to output with a resistive 
element in parallel with the output signal. The diode is also in parallel with the output signal but 
may or may not have a series dc supply as an added element. 

 
Figure 32 Clamper circuit 

There is a sequence of steps that can be applied to help make the analysis straightforward. It is not 
the only approach to examining clampers, but it does offer an option if difficulties surface. 

1. Start the analysis by examining the response of the portion of the input signal that will 
forward bias the diode. 

2. During the period that the diode is in the “on” state, assume that the capacitor will charge 
up instantaneously to a voltage level determined by the surrounding network. 

3. Assume that during the period when the diode is in the “off” state the capacitor holds on 
to its established voltage level. 

4. Throughout the analysis, maintain a continual awareness of the location and defined 
polarity for vo to ensure that the proper levels are obtained. 

5. Check that the total swing of the output matches that of the input. 

 
Figure 33 Diode “on” and the capacitor charging to V 

volts. 

 
Figure 34 Determining vo with the diode “off.” 

 
Figure 35 Sketching vo for the network of Fig.34 
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Clamping circuits summary 

 
Figure 36 Clamping circuits with ideal diodes (5τ = 5RC ≫ T/2). 

Clamping network with sinusoidal input 

 
Figure 37 

 

1. Boylestad Chapter 2 problems: 5,6,10,12,14,15,16,17,19,21,22,23,24,28,29,30,32,33,34,37,38,39 
 

Reference books 
1. Electronic Devices and Circuit, 11th edition, Robert L. Boylestad. 


